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Figure 1: Positions of the certain members of the subgroups of Sco 082. 6 : Subgroup 1; ... :
Subgroup 2 (Upper Scorpius); 0 : Subgroup 3 (Upper Centaurus Lupus); • : Subgroup 4
(Lower Centaurus-Crux); 0: Subgroup 5.

The Programme Stars

pleted a large photometrie programme
at ESO with the Walraven photometer at
the Duteh 91-em teleseope. The aim is
to obtain homogeneous VBLUW eolours
for all southern HIPPARCOS pro
gramme stars. Here we present some·
preliminary results for Seo OB2 (or Seor
pio-Centaurus) whieh is the nearest OB
assoeiation.
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The results from HIPPARCOS will be
eome available only after 1992. SPEC
TER will in the mean time gather a varie
ty of other data relevant for the study of
these assoeiations. Amongst these are
systematie investigations of the dust
and gas eomponents of the assoeia
tions, speetroseopie studies to deter
mine radial and rotational veloeities of
the stars, and extension of the available
photometrie data. We have nearly eom-

Introduction

A study of the nearby OB assoeiations
is neeessary for a better understanding
of the proeess of star formation. The
most important reason for this is that in
these assoeiations the plaeental mate
rial out of whieh the observed stars
formed is still present.

Of partieular interest are differential
age effeets for spatially separate sub
groups. This ean reveal the sequenee of
star formation within the assoeiations,
and on a larger seale within the loeal
spiral arm. Furthermore, there is the
long-standing diserepaney between
nuelear and kinematie ages. Finally age
differenees between stars of different
mass but within the same subgroup
might oeeur.

Studies of OB assoeiations are se
verely hampered by poorly known mem
bership. Membership determination via
a eolour-magnitude diagram is very in
aeeurate due to the large distanee
spread within an assoeiation. The large
angular extent on the sky of most
assoeiations makes proper motion mea
surements diffieult to eompare beeause
of problems eonneeting photographie
plates with different plate eentres. For
these reasons a eonsortium ealled
SPECTER has been formed at Leiden
Observatory. It has been granted ob
serving time on the HIPPARCOS
satellite for measuring aeeurate proper
motions of over ten thousand stars in
the direetion of the nearby assoeiations.

(V-B)

Figure 2: C%ur-magnitude diagram for al! stars in the direction of Sco 082 that were se/ected
for the SPECTER proposa/ to H/PPARCOS. Certain members are denoted by crosses.
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One of the most beautiful eonstella
tions in the winter sky on the southern
hemisphere is undoubtedly Seorpius.
Passing right through the zenith it ex
tends over some 15 degrees in the sky.
The bright stars in Seorpius belong to
gether also in the third and the fourth
dimension. They form part of the Seo
OB2 assoeiation. Blaauw (1964) sub
divides Seo OB2 in 5 subgroups of
whieh the three best known are Upper
Seorpius. Upper Centaurus Lupus and
Lower Centaurus Crux. Figure 1 shows
their positions relative to one another.
The runaway star: ~ Oph and the M
supergiant Antares are members of the
Upper Seorpius subgroup. The prob
lems eoneerning membership determi
nation are feit most in this assoeiation,
espeeially if we eompare the number of
eertain members to the total number of
early-type stars in the region. The first
members were found by Blaauw (1946),
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WALRAVEN PHOTOMETRY

The Wa/raven Photometer mounled on the Dutch 91 cm Te/escope at [SO Lo Si/la
measures Ihe '0tensltles In f,ve bonds (V,B.L.U and W) simu/toneous/y.
'-or the propertles of the possbonds we refer to Lub (1979).
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[B-Ll
Figure 3: ([B-U), [B-L)) diagram for all selected stars in the Sco OB2 region. Solid Ime: ZAMS.

In the Wa/roven system three independent reddening free c%urs ore de(ined by:

[B U] (B-U)-O.61 (V-B)

[U W] = (U-W)-O.45(V-B)

[B-L] = (B-L)-O.39(V-B)

For OB-stars [U-W] and [B-L] are indicalors of t.s> g,
ond [B-U] IS 0 meosur (or Ih Bo/mer jump ond os such on indicotor of Tell

Note: V, B, L, U and Ware IO/og(intensities), (or standard Johnson c%urs:

VJ=6~885-2.5(V+O.0030(V- B))
(B-V)J=2.571 (V-B)-l .020(V-B)2 t-O.500(V-B)3 -Om01 0

objective is to find out, using the best
data available, whether the discrepancy
is real or just a result of for instance
inaccuracies in the evolutionary models.
A comparison of these two differently
defined ages of an association is impor
tant. Since the process of disrupting the
parent cloud is caused by the winds of
the more massive stars, a large differ
ence between tkin and tnuc implies forma
tion of first the low mass stars and later
the high mass stars. This is what one
expects in cool parts of a molecular
cloud. When tkln and tnuc are equal, high
mass star formation occurs at more or
less the same moment as low mass star
formation, which is the case in hoUer
regions of a molecular cloud (Elmegreen
and Lada 1977).

The isochrones we used were calcu
lated from the evolutionary tracks of
Maeder (1981) in the (log Teff, log g)
plane. The process is schematically rep
resented in Box 1. Abrief description of
the Walraven photometrie system is giv-
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Age Determination

Although the colour-magnitude dia
grams cannot be used to reliably deter
mine membership of the stars, the
photometry can still be put to great use
for the determination of other properties
of the stars.

The age of an OB association can be
determined based on the proper mo
tions of the stars. Starting from the dis
tribution of the stars at this moment one
can calculate back, using the proper
motions of the stars, the point in time
that the stars filled the smallest volume.
The resulting time gives one the so
called kinematic age (tk1n) of the associa
tion (Blaauw 1964). The other way to
determine an age of an OB association
is by comparing the loci of the stars in
the HR diagram to theoretical iso
chrones, which results in the nuclear age
(tnuc)' Earlier studies showed a discrep
ancy between the kinematic and nuclear
ages (e. g. Blaauw 1964), with the former
usually being significantly lower. Our

using proper-motion data. Since then a
study by Bertiau (1958) added mem
bers, based on proper motions, to the
list for Upper Scorpius. As a result,
membership is at this moment certain
for stars down to only B5 for Upper
Centaurus Lupus and Lower Centaurus
Crux, and down to B9 for Upper Scor
pius. For both Upper Scorpius and Up
per Centaurus Lupus a number of addi
tional probable members are known
based on photometrie data. In Figure 2
we show the Walraven V versus (V-B)
diagram for all selected stars in the di
rection of Sco OB2. The certain mem
bers, denoted by crosses, do not form a
clear thin strip in the colour-magnitude
diagram, as is for instance seen in stellar
clusters. This spread of the datapoints is
due to the reddening caused by the
patchy distribution of the interstellar
c1ouds, as weil as the considerable
spread in the distances of the stars. So
it is clear that colour-magnitude dia
grams cannot be used directly to deter
mine membership.

We selected our programme stars as
candidate members for the HIPPAR
COS project using the following criteria:
spectral type (earlier than F8), apparent
magnitude and location. For the three
subgroups of Sco OB2 this leaves us
with 4,000 programme stars of which 80
are known members (i. e. only 2 %). It is
of great importance to determine mem
bership of Sco OB2 for stars of all
spectral types: because the Sco OB2
association has a geometrically defined
distance this would provide us with a
means to determine the absolute mag
nitudes of stars over the whole range of
effective temperatures, and thus to re
calibrate the galactic distance scale.
Another reason for the inclusion of stars
of types later than AO in the programme
is that, since the ages of the three sub
groups are smalI, we hope to find the
turn-on point of the association. This
would be of great significance for
the knowledge of pre-main-sequence
evolution of later-type stars and for an
understanding of the Initial Mass Func
tion.

Box 2. ~
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UPPE:R-SCORPIUS Member Stars

age of Upper Scorpius (Blaauw 1978).
For the two other subgroups no kinema
tic ages have been determined.

o0.2

Discussion

UPPE:R-CE:NTAURUS LUPUS Member Stars

We have used the most accurate data
available at present to determine the
ages of the three main subgroups of
Sco OB2. The discrepancy between the
kinematic and nuclear age of Upper
Scorpius is no longer present, and was
apparently due to the inaccuracy of the
evolutionary calculations used in earlier
nuclear age determinations. The nuclear
age is within the boundaries of the un
certainty equal to the kinematic age. The
nuclear age being equal to the kinematic
age implies that the moment the stars

0.3 arrived on the Main Sequence more or
less coincided with the moment the
stars became gravitationally unbound. It
would be interesting to measure the
kinematic ages for the other subgroups
and for other associations as weil, which
is one of the reasons why these stars
were proposed to be measured by
HIPPARCOS. Nuclear age determina
tions of other OB associations will en
able us to make a statistically more reli
able comparison between nuclear and
kinematic ages.

The uncertainty in the ages is sub
stantially reduced when we consider re
lative ages instead of absolute ages. In
fact, for the problem of the star-forming
sequence in an OB association the rela
tive ages provide sufficient information.
For the Sco OB2 association the idea of
a wave of star formation sweeping
through the molecular cloud is not valid,
because the oldest subgroup Upper
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Figure 5: ([B-Uj, [B-Lj) diagram for the certain members of Upper Centaurus Lupus. Fast
rotating stars are denoted by filled symbols. Stars for which 170 rotational velocities are
available are denoted by a cross. Oashed line: ZAMS. Solid line: best fitting isochrone (age:
14.5 million years).

taking into account the effects of rota
tion and duplicity all data are consistent
with one isochrone. Ooom et al. (1985)
have found the contrary based on data
of two rather younger OB associations.
It is of great importance to check if their
result is in any way an artifact of poor
membership determination or of the
neglect of stellar rotation.

Taking all these problems into
account we find a nuclear age for each
of the three main subgroups of Sco
OB2. The results are summarized in the
table. The uncertainty is mainly due to
the effect of stellar rotation. As a com
parison we also added the kinematic
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en in Box 2. In Figure 3 we show the [B
U] vs. [B-L] diagram for all selected stars
in the Sco OB2 region together with the
Zero Age Main Sequence. The ZAMS is
clearly the envelope of the data which is
precisely as it should be. Figures 4, 5
and 6 show the [B-U] vs. [B-L] diagrams
of the three main subgroups of Sco OB2
together with the ZAMS and the best
fitting isochrone. Note the difference be
tween the amount of members in Upper
Scorpius and in the two other sub
groups.

Several stars do not lie on the iso
chrone, but systematically below it. We
suspect that this is due to the effects
that stellar rotation has on the colours. A
rotating star will at the equator have a
lower Tefl and log 9 than at the poles.
This results in a difference between the
observed colours when the star is
looked at pole-on, and when looked at
equator-on. Model calculations by Col
lins and Sonneborn (1977) showed that
the effect of rotation on the colours in
the Strämgren system can be large, de
pending on both ve (rotational velocity at
the equator) and the inclination angle i.
The systematic scatter which results is
substantial and if not corrected for will
cause an overestimate of the age (Oe
Zeeuw and Brand 1985). In Figures 4, 5
and 6 we denoted the fast rotating stars
by filled symbols (ve sin i > 160 km/s).
We see that the fast rotators are in gen
eral shifted away from the Main Se
quence more than the slow rotators.
Especially in Upper Scorpius some
fainter members do not have measure
ments of their rotational velocity; these
are denoted by crosses.

We see no evidence for a relation
between stellar mass and age, because

0.1
[B-L)

Figure 4: ([B-U), [B-L)) diagram for the certain members of Upper Scorpius. Fast rotating stars
are denoted by filled symbols. Stars for which no rotational velocities are available are denoted
bya cross. Oashed line: ZAMS. Solid line: best fitting isochrone (age: 4.5 million years).
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LOWER CENTAURUS CRUX Member Stars
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lar elouds assoeiated with OB associa
tions are situated at the edge of the
stellar aggregate. Furthermore, we ean
determine the gas-to-dust ratio. In Seo
OB2 the only remnants of the parent
moleeular eloud are the elouds forming
the Ophiuehus Complex of Moleeular
Clouds. CO observations of this region
were made by one of us (EDG) using the
Columbia 1.2-m teleseope on Cerro To
1010. The instrument was built for large
seale surveys of the Galaetie Plane, but
is exeellent for the study of large
moleeular elouds too. A preliminary in
vestigation of the data shows that there
is no elear 1-1 eorrelation between the
gas and the dust (IRAS skyflux maps).
This is probably due to the high UV flux
in the assoeiations.

A eareful study of both the stellar eon
tent and the ambient interstellar medium
ean give us many elues to why and how
the stars in the Seo OB2 assoeiation
started to form about 15 million years
ago.

We thank Dr. J. W. Pel for eom
munieating the transformation formulae
to derive the magnitudes in the Johnson
system in advanee of publieation.
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Seeondly we want to determine both
radial and rotational veloeities for the
early-type stars. Radial veloeities to
gether with the proper motions of the
stars will give us the spaee motions of
the stars, whieh is first of all an aeeurate
way to determine membership, but in
the seeond plaee also a more aeeurate
way to determine the kinematie age than
from proper motions alone. The rota
tional veloeities will be used to try to
eorreet the age determinations for the
effeets of the rotation.

In the third plaee we want to study the
interstellar medium of the 'OB assoeia
tions. Most of the young assoeiations
still possess remnants of their parent
moleeular eloud. The gaseous eompo
nent ean be traeed using for instanee
the J = 1 ~ 0 transition of the 12CO
moleeule. A study by Blitz (1981)
showed that most remnants of moleeu-

o-0.1

Future Work

First of all we want to determine the
effeet of stellar rotation on the observed
eolours in the Walraven photometrie
system. This ean be done in a similar
way as Collins and Sonneborn (1977)
have done for the Strömgren system. By
simulating measurements of a group of
stars, in whieh the effeet of rotation is
ineluded, we ean quantitatively deter
mine the effeet of rotation on the age
determination.

0.1
[B-L]

Figure 6: (fB-Uj, fB-Lj) diagram for the certain members of Lower Centaurus Crux. Fast rotating
stars are denoted by filled symbols. Stars for which no rotational velocities are available are
denoted by a cross. Dashed fine: ZAMS. Solid line: best fitting isochrone (age: 11.5 million
years).

Centaurus Lupus is positioned between
the two younger ones. This however
does not eontradiet the idea that star
formation in the two younger subgroups
was ignited by the propagating ioniza
tion front driven into the moleeular eloud
by the Lyman eontinuum radiation of the
stars in Upper Centaurus Lupus.

o

0.2

Assoeiation tnuc [106yr] tk1n [106yr]

Seo OB2: Lower Centaurus Crux 10-13
Seo OB2: Upper Centaurus Lupus 13-16
Seo OB2: Upper Seorpius 3- 6 4.5

Visiting Astronomers (April 1 - October 1, 1986)

Observing time has now been alloeated lor
period 37 (April 1 - Oetober 1, 1986). As
usual, the demand lor teleseope time was
mueh greater than the time aetually available.

The lollowing list gives the names 01 the
visiting astronomers, by teleseope and in
ehronologieal order. The eomplete list, with
dates, equipment and programme titles, is
available Irom ESO-Garehing.

3.6-m Telescope

April: Keel/de Grijp/Miley, ZuiderwijkJ
Shanks, Fusi Peeei/Buonanno/Corsi/Renzinil
King, Chinearini/Carpino, Bässgen/Grewingl
Krämer/Maluek, Ulrieh/Perryman, Festoul
DenneIeid, Gree/Gelly, Mathys/Stenllo, Hol
wegerlSteenboekJSteffen.

May: HolwegerlSteenboekJSteffen,

SehmutziHamann/HungerlWessolowski,
Nissen/Gehren/Kudritzki, Magain,
Sehoembs/Pedersen/Marsehhäuser, Kunthl
ArnaultITarrab, Epehtein/Nguyen-Q-Rieul
Winnberg/LindquistiLe Bertre, Enerenazl
Leeaeheux/Combes, de Muizon/d'Hen
deeourt, Chelli/Carraseo/Cruz, Zinneekerl
Chelli/Perrier.

June: Danziger/Binette/Matteueei, Jarvis,
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